INTERNATIONAL DENOUNCE

STOP PURSUIT AND CRIMINALIZATION
AGAINST OFRANEH
From the international community, within the framework of our actions as
organizational expressions, articulations, networks, social movements,
unions, peasants, women, indigenous peoples, the LGTBI community, global
networks and human rights defense bodies, among others, we speak before
the recent events in Honduras:
On March 3, in the municipality of Trujillo, department of Colón, Honduras,
the police arrested citizens Marianela Mejía Solorzano and Jennifer Mejía
Solorzano, both members of the Black Fraternal Organization of Honduras
(OFRANEH), who for more than 12 years , have played the role of defenders
of ancestral territories and civil rights for the Garifuna population.
The Judiciary called a first hearing on Sunday, March 7, in the municipality of
Trujillo, against the defenders, to whom two requests were opened for the
alleged charges of usurpation, indemnity and threats, including on Comrade
Jenifer, another charge is also theft with violence.
We denounce that there is a list of other members of the Garifuna communities that are being criminalized on similar charges, all due to the violation of
their rights and the siege produced by the State of Honduras.
We emphasize that this detention is added to the list of deliberate actions
against the Garífuna community organized in OFRANEH, which has claimed
the fulfillment and guarantee of their rights, supported by the international
framework conferred by ILO Convention 169, adopted by the Honduran
State in 1989 and ratified in 1995. This new act of violation of their rights
also opposes the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples (UNDRIP), in September 2007.
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Defenders Marianela Mejía Solorzano and Jennifer Mejía Solorzano are detained one day before the hearing convened by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR), due to the violation by the State of Honduras
of the sentence handed down five years ago, in which it was declared responsible for having violated the right to collective property, contained in article 21 of the Convention and Convention 169 of the ILO, to the detriment
of the Garífuna Community Triunfo de la Cruz and its members, for which it
was instructed to delimit, demarcate and grant collective title to the lands to
the members of the communities indigenous peoples, and indemnify members of indigenous peoples who have involuntarily lost possession of their
lands, for which communities have been recognized the right to recover
them or obtain other lands of equal size and quality.
Once again, at the international level, we have witnessed, not only the failure of said sentences on the part of the State of Honduras, but also the
deepening of actions that violate the law of the Garifuna communities, with
a certain orientation towards the persecution, kidnapping and murders of
leaders organized in OFRANEH.
We demand the immediate release of defenders Marianela Mejía Solorzano
and Jennifer Mejía Solorzano, as well as the suspension of all aggressive actions against them and the Garifuna communities.
We reiterate to the State of Honduras that, at the international level, we are
witnessing the continuous violations and abuses against the Garífuna population and members of OFRANEH and we will not rest until justice and the
violations reported here are restored, are condemned.
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